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Artist Statement

I believe that craft has an important role to play in our future. As we grapple to
mitigate man-made climate change, it is critical that we transition away from poorly
conceived and made objects to a system that celebrates materiality with well-crafted,
durable objects.

Living in the shadow of a climate crisis caused in part by the over-creation of
poorly-designed objects, I recognize the cost of making and the need to consider the
long-term, broader implications of everything I craft. As a modern craftsperson, I have
inherited generations of crafts knowledge. I use traditional skills and techniques
combined with today’s technology and materials to do my own small part to lead to a
brighter ecological future.

My work takes the form of functional objects with a balance of concept, beauty,
and usefulness. Too often the function of objects in art and craft is lost. I create objects
for people to use, not just view. They are functional and durable as well as beautifully
crafted and conceptually rich. They create positive moments and connections for people.

I work primarily in metals but also explore woods and other materials. I make
process and material choices with the goal of minimizing ecological costs while
maximizing impact. At the heart of my practice is the hybridization of materials and
processes, new and old, enabling me to fulfill my passion of creating beautifully crafted,
affordable, sustainable, and functional objects.



Thesis Problem Statement

The consequences of an object should be fully considered during its creation.

Thesis Statement

All actions have consequences and the creation of an object is no exception. Due
to the permanence of objects, the decisions made at the beginning of their creation have
long term ramifications. Too often in our material culture, we choose to create objects for
short term gains while failing to consider the long term implications.

I choose to move counter to that trend. I choose to craft responsibly, in a holistic
method considering the broader consequences of the materials and processes I use, as
well as the full life of my objects after they leave my studio. I endeavor to maximize the
positive effects of my objects by focusing on the value they can add to our lives—whether
it is the mundane but indispensable function that a quality tool serves, the point of social
connection that a cherished game can provide, or the memories and emotions some
objects can create. All are valuable ways that objects touch our lives, and functions I
strive to fully realize in what I create. I do not view my objects as ends within themselves,
but rather as tools to positively impact those who interact with them. This is the goal I
aim to achieve with my work. At the same time, I strive to recognize and minimize the
negative effects my objects have, be it the ecological cost of their creation, the effect they
have on the well being of their end users, or what happens to them once they are no
longer wanted.

If we wish to lead to a brighter future, we must consider not only the short term
effects of what we create but also the long term consequences.



The Value of Objects

I believe that the value of objects is in how they touch our lives—whether it is the
mundane, but indispensable function that a quality tool serves, or the point of social
connection that a cherished game can provide, or the memories and emotions some
objects can create. All are valuable ways that objects touch our lives, and are positive
consequences and functions I strive to fully realize in my objects.

Objects are worthless in a vacuum. It is only an object's relationship to us which
gives it value. To quote author Glenn Adamson, “An object cannot be good all on its own;
it can only be good for someone” (282). The most beautifully crafted object’s existence is
meaningless without someone to appreciate it.

No object is an end within itself. All made objects are a means to an end and are
created to serve a purpose. They are tools. A trowel is made to dig, a chair is made to sit
on, a cup is made to drink from. Aristotle called this the object’s “telos” or “inherent
purpose.” This telos extends beyond physical function. A piece of jewelry’s telos might be
a status symbol for its wearer. A painting might be created with the telos of inspiring
change in its viewers. A pastry could be created with the telos of nourishing and pleasing
the one who consumes it. The objects are tools to reach these ends. All of the things that
we make are valuable for the way they touch us, not simply for their existence.

The telos is why it is important to me that my objects function well. Earrings which
are too heavy to wear, a soup bowl with a hole in it, a knife which is too dull to cut … these
kinds of flaws reduce an object's ability to serve its function and thus reduce the object's
value. An object should serve its telos well, otherwise it fails to reach its true potential.

Functionality extends beyond those characteristics that are the bare minimum for
an object to serve its purpose. Yes, good earrings should be light enough to wear
comfortably, but great earrings should be beautiful. Beauty, fun, ergonomics, and other
attributes that make people want to interact with and use objects are part of what
separates poorly made objects from well made ones; they increase the object’s
functionality. An ugly plate might work as well as a beautiful plate, but people are going to
choose to use the beautiful plate far more often.

The characteristics that make objects desirable and thus more functional also
make them more sustainable. You are far less likely to throw away, mistreat, or replace an
object which you enjoy using. You are far more likely to hold onto it, and take care of it. If
it was designed with durability in mind, its functionality could outlive its original owner.
But durability means more than simply making an object that is capable of standing up to
repeated and long-term use. Objects should also be designed with durability of their
aesthetics in mind. Objects which are designed with fundamentally good aesthetics can
long outlive the aesthetic environment in which they were created. Some cars become
classic while some leave us asking what the designers were thinking. Objects which are



no longer aesthetically pleasing because the fads on which they were based died out,
lose their value while those that are well-crafted retain their value.

The telos is why it is important to me that my objects are durable and affordable.
To have to hesitate and possibly not use an object for its intended purpose due to its
fragility and/or preciousness means it is not able to reach its potential.

The telos is why an object in a box is sad to me. It is not being used for its
purpose. I see objects in a museum or gallery to a certain extent in the same way. Being
behind glass, displayed objects can be observed and appreciated for the aesthetic portion
of their telos. An object in a box does not have that advantage. It might as well not exist
during its time in the box because in that state it fails to touch anyone. It is the tree in the
forest that falls when no one is there to hear the sound.

One example of this thinking put into practice in my work is Heirloom Trowel.
Through this piece I explored how heirlooms and traditions touch our lives, as well as the
broader theme of sustainability. These are depicted visually and are implicit in how I
chose to create the trowel. Durability, both physically in the choice of material and
aesthetically in the design, is a way of reducing ecological impact. By creating one quality
item that will last for multiple lifetimes, I reduce the ecological cost when compared to a
poorly-made object that needs to be replaced often. The pictograms used in the trowel’s
design ensure that its purpose will be understood intuitively far into the future.







The Cost

All objects come at a cost. Even with the most efficient means possible, there will
always be a cost. I use the word “cost” to refer not only to a financial cost, but also an
ecological one, as well as the other negative consequences of creating an object. We are
currently facing a climate change crisis caused in part by the over-creation of
poorly-designed objects. During the span of their use, the cost of these objects does not
outweigh the cost it took to create them. From a financial standpoint, plastic bags and
other “inexpensive” disposable objects might look like the benefits outweigh the costs, but
when you look more holistically at the cost and realize the scope of damage such items
have on the environment, it is obvious that our material culture is flawed and something
has to change.

Perhaps the most fundamental flaw of our current material culture is the failure to
properly utilize materials. We fail to fully consider if the materials we use make sense for
their purpose. A glaring example of this would be the use of plastics to wrap foods.
Plastics are amazing industrial materials with wide-ranging advantages over many other
materials: they are durable, waterproof, lightweight, can be colored, and can be cheaply
and easily formed using many different processes. But they also last for a very long time
and are incapable of decomposition. We fail to take full advantage and give full
consideration to these inherent strengths and limitations. We use plastics as single use
disposable packaging which, after being used once, is thrown in a landfill. Each year
millions of tons of potentially useful materials are thrown away (UNEP). We fail to do
justice to the amazing potential of these materials and fully consider the consequences
of our actions. If humanity is ever to reach a sustainable form of material culture, we
must learn to take full advantage of the materials we use, considering their inherent
strengths and limitations and using those innate qualities to our advantage. We must
learn to consider the full life cycle and implications of the objects we create, ensuring that
the value of the materials we use is not destroyed. As Michael Braungart and William
McDonough outlined in their book Cradle to Cradle, our waste must become our food for
manufacture. The objects that we make have to once again become raw materials of
creation at the end of their lives and not be lost as refuse. But it is not enough to only
learn to do this with some of the things we make. We must learn to do it with all the
things we make, from the tallest skyscraper to the smallest paper clip.

Revolutionary thinkers and artists like William Morris, Buckminster Fuller, Walter
Gropius, and Victor Papanek, all at various points in history, shared and expressed similar
ideas of the importance of the socially and ecologically responsible creation of objects
(Helvert 16-19). I see my work as continuing and building off the previous work of these
great thinkers and putting it into practice. I learn from my experiences in the creation of



objects, refining my beliefs and gaining knowledge that I can contribute to the ongoing
discussion.

None of the thinkers and writers I mentioned had a total solution, though. William
Morris, for example, while a self-proclaimed Socialist who wrote adamantly about the
need for quality objects to be accessible to all, sold almost exclusively to the wealthy
elites of his time (Helvert 16). Like these great thinkers, I do not have any grand solution
to apply to our current material culture to fix everything that is wrong. But I am trying to
find solutions and answers, and through my work I hope to inspire others to take up the
challenge as well.

I do not want to be a revolutionary. I would have been happy to have been born in a
time when many of these questions and problems had already been solved. I would have
been happy to focus purely on the joy my work aims to create. But I live in a time with a
severely flawed material culture, and as such I believe it is my responsibility to do my own
small part to rectify the problem with my skills and knowledge.

One example of this thinking put into practice in my work is my Enamel Bird Bath.
In this piece I aim to utilize the inherent strengths of the process of enameling. Unlike
many other materials, the glass of enamel is immune to UV discoloration and is also less
affected by thermal cycling than other materials. This makes it well suited to use in the
outdoors, as with this bird bath. I chose to use stainless steel as the base metal for my
enameling instead of the typical copper for the increased strength stainless steel offers. I
also explored the idea of not creating waste while making the object. The form of the
bath was created by cutting into a 12”x12” sheet of stainless steel and overlapping the
seam and riveting them. In this way no material other than the kerf of the saw blade was
removed and wasted.





Maker’s Responsibility as Protector

Makers have a moral responsibility to those who know less of materials and design.
We understand far more of materials and objects than the majority of the population. It would
be wonderful for everyone to have complete knowledge on every subject and be able to make
fully-informed decisions on everything, but we do not live in such a world. We hire
professionals to create a foundation to a building, to set a broken bone, or to give legal
counsel. We trust their knowledge and expertise. Makers and craftspeople are professionals,
too, professionals in crafting objects. It is our responsibility, as it is of the contractor, doctor,
lawyer, or any other professional, to serve those who rely on us.

I am horrified by how often poorly-conceived objects which can do more harm than
good are sold to the public by manufacturers. Too often, the materials and processes that are
being used in the creation of objects we interact with every day, have terrible consequences
not only for the environment but also for their end users. Paints that people use to paint their
homes release formaldehyde and other volatile organic compounds into the air with
potentially damaging effects to anyone who breathes them, but especially children and
pregnant women. Makers and craftspeople understand this danger, but does the young
mother who paints her nursery? A teflon pan which leaches into food, makeup with cadmium
in it, a shirt made of polyester which rubs micro plastics into the skin of its wearer … the list is
too long. There are numerous examples of products made for public consumption that are
made using processes or materials which are horrible for their end users and the
environment, but which are used because it is easier than using or finding a better alternative.
Meanwhile, the average consumer does not know enough to even consider such possible
concerns and consequences.

We are material experts in our individual fields of metals, glass, and ceramics, and as
experts we should do our best to protect those who enjoy our creations from the potential
dangers of the materials and processes we use, not because it will earn us more fame or
money, but because it's the right thing to do. We cannot know every danger, and I am sure in
the coming decades, as our knowledge expands, we will learn that other materials and
processes once considered safe will need to be put aside. It is our responsibility to meet
those challenges when they arise and not fail those who rely on us.

One example of this thinking put into practice in my work is the creation of my piece
Flying West Locket. In this piece, I utilized stenciling with bead blasting to create the imagery
of a plane flying into the sunset over clouds. The common and probably easiest practice for
such an effect would be to cut a vinyl stencil to use as the resist to the bead blasting.
However, with my knowledge of the damaging environmental consequences of polyvinyl
chloride, I declined to take this easier and arguably more efficacious path. I chose to use
paper resists which will safely biodegrade after their use with far less environmental cost.





Journey and Destination

I do not view my objects as ends within themselves, but rather as tools to lead to
positively impacting those who interact with them. This is the goal I aim to achieve with
my objects. But the means by which I reach this destination are equally, if not more
important to me then the end goal. The ends do not justify the means.

The journey is as important as the destination. Perhaps I could better or more
easily create my objects if I had no concern for the methods and the consequences of
their creation, but I refuse to give in to the temptation of the easy way when I can make
things the right way. I craft my objects in a holistic method and consider the broader
ramifications of the materials and processes I use, as well as the full life of my objects
after they leave my studio. Others, including those who own or interact with my objects,
might never know or even care about how the final object was created, but I will. Even if it
costs me more than I gain, I need the means by which I achieve my goals to match my
goals.

Much of this writing is aspirational. However, all that I have written speaks to
thoughts I apply to my work and ideals that I strive to meet with my objects. I have not yet
achieved some of these goals with my work and will in all likelihood not achieve them in
the near future. Still, they are important to me and deeply influence my work. I continue to
strive to find ways to bring my work closer to the ideals to which I aspire. I believe we
should aspire for greatness. Even if we fail to reach our highest aspirations, we will not be
in a worse position than if we never tried at all.

One example of this thinking put into practice in my work is the creation of Bright
Future Ring. The ring was motivated by my recognition of a common problem for me, my
generation, and other younger generations: there is a feeling of hopelessness when it
comes to the future, the feeling that things are only going to get worse. This feeling of
helplessness and dread weighs on us and makes it hard to feel motivated to try to do
anything for the future. This ring is my rejection of that feeling and my attempt to combat
it. The imagery of the ring is inspired by the growing green energy alternatives and the
hope and belief that we are able to create a bright future if we all work together. Through
movement and color I aim to resist the often negative and clinical nature of discussions
of sustainability, with fun and whimsy.





Epilogue

Where do I go from here? This past year has been an amazing experience which
has helped me solidify and clarify my convictions on many aspects of art, craft, and
material culture. But the question now becomes, what do I do with these new found
convictions? Many interesting suggestions and ideas were brought up during my thesis
defense, which I still need time to process. They have given me valuable new
perspectives on directions I could go with my work and my life. At this time I have no
clear cut plans, but in the coming year, through reflection and research, I hope to decide
on new goals and how to achieve them as I enter a new chapter in my life. One thing,
however, is certain. I will always strive to help craft a brighter future.





Body of Thesis Work

Gratitude Vessel
2021
Pewter, Upcycled Steel File and Glass Bottle
3” x 8.5”

The function of this pewter and glass vessel with removable lid is to collect and display
gratitudes which are written and gathered in a daily ritual. A leaf marking is pressed into
the soft pewter body of the vessel with the included steel tool each time the container is
filled and emptied. In this way, as time passes, the gratitudes that were previously
collected continue on with the vessel, giving the owner a visual reminder of how much
they have to be grateful for. Through this piece I explore using objects as tools for self
reflection and to increase gratitude. I also explore the use of upcycling as a method of
reducing ecological impact through the use of an old steel file and glass bottle. By
utilizing materials that would otherwise be thrown away rather than buying new materials,
I reduced the ecological cost of the object’s creation.

Complementary Wedding Bands and Boxes
2021
Sterling Silver and Black Walnut
Each box: 2” x 2” x 1”

This pair of sterling silver wedding bands and black walnut ring boxes express my views
on the complementary nature of relationships. I drew inspiration from the symbiotic
relationship of bees and flowers, as well as the complementary nature of geometric and
biomorphic shapes, incorporating these inspirations into my design. One box is a
geometric hexagon like a honeycomb cell, while the complementary box is a biomorphic
shape like a rose. The silhouette of each box exists in the cross section of the
corresponding ring, if it were cut in half. While this silhouette is not readily obvious, my
aim is to emphasize the meaning for those who wear the bands. The rings act as a
reminder of the value and nature of the relationship. The ring boxes were CNC milled; the
floral ring box was further shaped and rounded with hand tools to increase its contrast to
the hexagon box’s sharp edges. The rings were 3D printed and lost wax cast.





Flying West Locket
2022
Heat-colored Stainless Steel, Bronze,  Watch Crystal, and Photograph
2” x 2” x .25”

This locket was made in memory of my Grandmother with imagery inspired by one of my
favorite stories about her, when she pretended to be a crop duster. The locket depicts a
plane flying west to the setting sun, a metaphor for death, and is intended as a gift for my
Grandfather. I utilized CNC milling to make precise blue wax models which were lost wax
cast to create the bronze body of the locket. The top and bottom panels are bead blasted
and heat colored stainless steel. The current photo of my Grandmother in the locket can
be replaced once the current owner passes it on to another person, continuing the
functionality of the locket for generations.

Bright Future Ring
2022
Sterling Silver, Brass, Stainless Steel, Gold Plating, and Vitreous Enamel
1” x 1.75” x 1.75”

This ring was motivated by my recognition of a common problem for me, my generation,
and other younger generations: there is a feeling of hopelessness when it comes to the
future, the feeling that things are only going to get worse. This feeling of helplessness and
dread weighs on us and makes it hard to feel motivated to try to do anything for the
future. This ring is my rejection of that feeling and my attempt to combat it. The imagery
of the ring is inspired by the growing green energy alternatives and the hope and belief
that we are able to create a bright future if we all work together. Through movement and
color I aim to resist the often negative and clinical nature of discussions about
sustainability, with fun and whimsy. When the large enameled gear on the front of the ring
is turned, the disc at the top also spins and functions as a thaumatrope, an optical toy. If
the disc is spun fast enough, the images on both sides overlap and blend. On one side of
the disc is a depiction of a blue enameled earth and its continents. On the other side is an
engraving of an interconnected power grid. The green enameling on the large gear
highlights depictions of green energy alternatives. When it is spun it makes the world spin
with both a blue healthy earth and our powered electric society.









Sake Set
2021
Pewter
Cups: 2.5” x 2” x 1”
Carafe: 2.5” x 2” x 3”

This pewter sake set is a modern twist on traditional Japanese vessels. The carafe and
cups are intended to be used by two people to share and bond over a drink. The sharing
of food or drink between people is a traditional point of connection and through this set I
hope to help create many valuable moments. While making this set, I explored the
hybridization of the older material pewter and the newer process of die forming. I
repeatedly pressed one die into a flat sheet of metal. The die was one square with one
connected triangle. By repeatedly pressing into the same sheet of metal and using one
half of the die to register into the previous pressing, I was able to consistently and
accurately create a repeating pattern. I used this repetition to create a flat net which I
folded and soldered into 3D shapes. To my knowledge, this is a new technique.

Heirloom Trowel
2021
Bronze and Black Walnut
5” x 2” x 8”

I designed this trowel to be a family heirloom used in coming-of-age ceremonies where
the knowledge of planting and growing things is passed down from one generation of a
family to the next. Through this piece I explore how heirlooms and traditions touch our
lives, as well as the broader theme of sustainability, which is depicted visually and is
implicit in how I chose to create the trowel. By creating one quality item that will last for
multiple lifetimes, I reduce the ecological cost when compared to a poorly-made object
that needs to be replaced often. I used CNC milling to carve the black walnut wood
handle and stand, as well as to create the wax model which was lost wax cast to form the
bronze trowel scoop. On the bowl of the scoop I used pictograms to depict three
generations. A child is planting a sapling while their parent and grandparent (with cane)
stand nearby. The recessed background image symbolizes the trees planted by past
generations who took part in the ceremony as well as the hope of the new tree being
planted by the child. The pictograms ensure that the trowel’s purpose will be understood
intuitively far into the future. The black walnut handle is designed for a balance of
ergonomics for both the hands of a child and an adult.





Enamel Bird Bath
2022
Stainless Steel, Vitreous Enamel, and Copper
11” x 11” x 5”

This enamel bird bath was made with the intention of fully utilizing materials. I capitalized
on the inherent strengths of the process and material of enameling with its immunity to
discoloration and other damage from UV radiation, and its resilience in the face of
repeated thermal cycling. I chose to use stainless steel as the base metal for my
enameling instead of the typical copper for the increased strength stainless steel offers. I
also explored the idea of not creating waste while making the object. The form of the
bath was created by cutting into a 12”x12” sheet of stainless steel and overlapping the
seam and riveting them. In this way no material other than the kerf of the saw blade was
removed and wasted. The stand was made using copper, which over time exposed to the
elements will patinate to a color that matches the color of the enamel in the bath itself.

Snapdragon Dish
2021
Pewter and White Oak
12” x 12” x 1.5”

I designed this hexagonal pewter dish to be used to play the 16th century game
Snapdragon. In the game, players try to quickly take, or snap, raisins from a dish of
flaming liquor without getting burned. My aim with this dish is to create joyful moments
of fun between friends and families. The dish was formed from one hexagonal piece of
pewter which was scored and folded to naturally develop the depth of the dish. The oak
stand was burned and treated with oil in a Japanese technique called Shou Sugi Ban.
The engraving inside the dish creates many facets to catch and reflect the blue light of
the alcohol’s flame during the game Snapdragon. To create the hand engraving, I used a
Japanese tagane (chisel) that I made during a workshop at Penland School of Craft.





Slush Cast Bowls
2022
Pewter
4” x 4.5” x 1” each

These bowls were made out of pewter using a historic process called slush casting, a
process similar to clay slip casting, but which utilizes molten metal poured into a
thermally conductive mold. The metal solidifies on the wall of the mold, but remains liquid
on the inside, allowing it to be poured out, leaving a hollow form. I chose to explore this
process as a way of utilizing pewter’s low melting point in a production style of
manufacture and as a way of creating a completely pewter object which has the
advantage of easily being melted down and recast when it is no longer wanted. This is an
effective method of recycling without losing value in the material.

Game Piece Dice
2022
Bronze
.75” x .75” x .75” each

These cast bronze game piece dice were designed to function both as six sided dice and
as game pieces. Each of the six faces on the dice represent a number and a game piece
from Chess. The one is also a pawn, the two is also a knight, the three is also a bishop,
the four is also a rook, the five is also a queen, and the six is also a king. With their dual
nature and versatility they are able to be used to play many games, making it almost
impossible for them to completely lose their functionality due the changing tastes of their
owner. They are also very scalable. With two of the pieces you can play simple dice
games but with thirty two you can play a full game of chess. I hope for these pieces to
create many joy-filled moments of bonding through games.









Technical Statement

Our technology is the culmination of thousands of years of our species learning
how to do things. The word technology is derived from Greek and Latin roots and can be
translated as "science of craft." The science to make things—to make sharpened sticks
and fires, to make a machine which can survive the vacuum of space and land a human
on the moon, to make an interconnected network that spans the globe, to harvest the
awesome power contained in an atom … or how to make a ring. Our understanding of the
universe and the rules that govern it is ever expanding and accelerating, leading to new
technologies, materials, and processes which we could have only dreamed of a decade
ago. But to me it is important not to let the brilliance of these new innovations blind us to
the advantages of older practices. There are advantages and disadvantages to
everything, every process and technology, so it is not uncommon for an older technology
to have the upper hand in certain applications.

Too often it is a choice of one or the other, new or old. I believe the results that can
be achieved with knowledge and application of materials and processes new and old are
greater than those that either of the separate groups of knowledge could achieve on their
own. I believe that lessons of the past combined with those of today are our best chance
at solving the problems of the future.

That is why in my practice I hybridize the new and old, the futuristic and the
ancient. A tool is a tool whether it is a CNC mill or a hammer. Each has advantages and
disadvantages, but by utilizing the latest advances while employing the wisdom of our
past, the possibilities become endless.

Stainless Steel Heat Coloring:

Through experimentation I have found a way to use an enameling kiln to, with
precision and repeatability, heat-color stainless steel. By heating the steel, a thin layer of
iron oxide is created which refracts light. The thickness of this layer determines the color
that is created,  and the thickness of the layer depends on the temperature the steel
reaches.

This phenomenon has been employed for much of history as a way of exactly
tempering steel. The exact temperature could be determined by the color of the steel as
heat was applied. It has also been employed by horologists to finish mild steel screws.

The heat-coloring on stainless steel has a distinct  advantage over similar colors
that form on mild steel, carbon steel, or copper. On these other metals, the thin oxide layer
is extremely susceptible to discoloration and complete removal by an inadvertent
chemical reaction which can occur simply through contact with body oils. The oxide layer
that forms on stainless steel, however, is virtually impervious to chemical discoloration
and damage. If strong enough acids of other chemicals were employed, the color could
be removed, but in everyday use in contact with skin, soap or other household chemicals,
the color will hold. The oxide layer is still however very thin and is susceptible to abrasion.

For its beauty and chemical durability I have utilized this technique to add a



decorative finish to many pieces increasing their beauty and as such in my eyes
increasing their functionality. I prefer this method of coloring to others commonly
employed in jewelry and metals for the range of colors it can create, the iridescent quality
of those colors, the lack of dangerous chemicals involved, and the resistance to
discoloration the final colors have.

My method for heat coloring stainless steel (304 alloy):

1. Degrease metal which is to be colored:
Any oils that are on the steel when it is heated will appear in the final colors that
form. I employ Simple Green.

2. Dry with towel:
Water spots will appear in the coloring. I prefer to use microfiber cloth to avoid
getting dust stuck to the piece, which would also appear in the final coloring.

3. Minimize contact points on the piece in the kiln:
Any surface of the steel contacting other surfaces will be slightly discolored as
heat is either sucked away or conducted to the piece. I found the best method is to
include a hole in the design to hang the piece on a stand so it is only getting
touched by the inside of the hole.

4. Heat in kiln between 1200 and 1600 Fahrenheit:
The colors go from straw yellow at around 1200, red at 1350, purple at 1400, blue
at 1475, and a bluish gray at 1600. The time the piece is left in the kiln will also
affect the color. I usually left pieces in for between 15 and 20 minutes.

5. Remove from the kiln and allow it to air cool until it reaches room temp:
Any contact with other surfaces can still discolor until it is cool enough to touch.
Once completely cool, the colors are effectively permanent.



Repeated die forming:

Repeated die forming is a technique I invented to use one die to accurately and
repeatedly press into one sheet of metal. The main advantage of the process is that one
die can be used to create a larger complex form without as many solder seams, as was
the case with my pewter sake set. The die also becomes versatile, meaning it retains
value even if you stop making one design with it, potentially reducing the number of dies
needed.

In order to use this process, you need a conforming die with two shapes that tile
well together. For my sake set, I used a triangle and square die. After doing the first
pressing with the die normally, consecutive pressings can be accurately registered to
previous ones by keeping one shape of the die in a previous pressing.
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